May 5, 2017

Dear Lafayette City Council members and City Staff,
As residents of Lafayette, we want to express our appreciation to city staff members who worked on
Lafayette’s response to PG&E’s Community Pipeline Safety Initiative. We understand that city staff put
many hours over the years on this issue using the best information available at that time, and that the City
Council made an agreement with PG&E in deference to their expertise delivering gas and electricity to
our city.
Unfortunately, the removal of 272 trees (216 of which are protected) is still an unimaginably large number
given the age, location and critical benefits they provide to our community and wildlife, and the lack of
evidence provided by PG&E that necessitates their removal. For the most part, we are not talking about 5”
trees planted in the city, but rather ancient oaks hundreds of years old, along ridgelines and riparian
habitats, trees which started growing before California was part of the union, certainly before the
pipeline’s existence. Some trees may have helped feed and shelter indigenous Americans. Don’t these
trees deserve our unwavering protection, beyond PG&E’s unsubstantiated claim that access might be
improved?
We, and over 1500 petitioners, are demanding that the city council of Lafayette dissolve or rework the
agreement with PG&E in order to save our trees.
This approach would not be unheard of. There is precedent with other cities to not sign tree cutting
agreements with PG&E, despite their attempts to mitigation offers and claims of safety. Some of those
cities are listed in this document.
Knowing the City Council also values trees and would like to protect our natural environment, we ask each
member of the City Council to STOP PG&E’s rush to begin cutting in midJune, and to NOT APPROVE the
list of trees provided by PG&E. That list of trees needs to be further explored, in the public domain, with
the weight of knowledge that most heritage trees are priceless and irreplaceable. Going treebytree with
PG&E  city council, planning department, citizens of Lafayette together with PG&E representatives 
would be our recommended next steps to help ensure both public input and public safety needs are met.
To assist the City Council, we would like to present four main reasons that, in our opinion and to the best
of our knowledge, demonstrate why the current PG&E tree removal must not move forward at this time:
PG&E cannot substantiate the claims they made for requiring tree removal; the agreement was made
without proper public review; Lafayette may not have been aware of jurisdictional issues which could
favor private property owners regarding easements; and important environmental reviews were ignored.

REASON 1  PG&E’s rationale for the CPSI initiative in Lafayette is founded on unproven
warrants
In the March 27, 2017 agreement with Lafayette, PG&E states it is “conducting a community pipeline
safety initiative to ensure that first responders and safety crews have immediate access to their pipelines in
an emergency and to ensure that their pipelines are not being damaged. PG&E has warranted that tree
roots may cause damage to pipes by exposing them to corrosion. In an effort to prevent this potential
damage, PG&E is proposing to remove a number of trees within the City.”
And the City Staff Report, March 27, 2017 states the reason is: “..first responders and crews have
immediate access, the pipeline can be properly inspected, and tree roots do not damage the pipes.”
Our research and work with similar communities in California indicate that PG&E’s rationale is either false,
misleading, or procedurally unnecessary, as outlined below.
a. Regarding immediate access: PG&E insists that safety and access are the reasons for cutting down
the trees. However, in an emergency, rapid access to pipelines (digging down to reach them to
deal with a leak) is SECONDARY to the necessity of immediately shutting down the pipeline. As
stated in federal regulation 49 CFR 192.615 (ATTACHMENT 1), an essential element of an
emergency response, is a SHUTDOWN of the pipeline to insure safety of people and property. In
terms of tree removal prior to an emergency to more quickly access a pipe, the tree roots remain
after a tree is removed. If tree root cutting is necessary after gas shutdown, the small time savings
realized when cutting through the dead roots vs live roots is negligible (e.g., 3 hours vs. 4 hours).
This evidence is supported by unsolicited comment from local first responders:
i.

Per Damon Pelle, fire department captain who contacted us on May 1, 2017: “I am a
captain with a local fire district. One of the arguments I watched on television was
adequate access for fire personnel. Our standard operating procedure for a gas
pipeline of any size is to isolate, deny entry and evacuate the area. We don't go near
lines that have been breached until PG&E shuts them down.”

ii.

Per Jim McCarty, a Lafayette resident and retired firefighter/officer with the Oakland Fire
Dept. who contacted us on May 3, 2017: “It seems that PG&E is using ‘Fire Dept. access
and response time’ as one factor in their reasoning to cut these trees. This is not a valid
argument. The role of the FD is not to respond directly to a leak or explosion. It is to
‘isolate and deny entry’ to the area. They would set up perimeters some distance removed
from the incident and wait for PG&E to do the repairs. There appears to be more than
adequate access to pipeline for the Fire Dept. to do their job in my opinion.” Mr. McCarty is
experienced in command procedures for HazMat, gas/water leak/explosions.

Instead, we’ve heard PG&E purportedly enters liveleak areas with full HAZMAT suited personnel
who fix leaks without turning off gas lines, which is expedient but apparently against federal
regulations. The advantage in this approach for PG&E may be that it allows PG&E to minimize the
time in the field relighting pilot lights with each customer located downstream. Less safe, more
cost efficient, but either way not in the best interest of public safety.
We could not find, nor could PG&E provide, any documentation that demonstrates trees have
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inhibited first responder access in California; furthermore, our trails and roads are easily accessible
to other park and utility vehicles and personnel.
SUMMARY: Access is a red herring not supported by actual first responders. Removal of trees will
not make the city any safer than we are currently assured by PG&E. The real concern as to access
is if there are enough safety shutoff valves at reasonable intervals across the pipeline and
ensuring gas can be shut off quickly and as close to leaks as possible. We are still awaiting PG&E’s
response to our local safety valve locations and operations. It has been brought to our attention
that PG&E could also install automatic safety valves which are designed to respond to a sudden
drop in pressure and close off the line between valves. PG&E has installed hundreds throughout
their pipeline; is Lafayette equally protected? This is one option, perhaps the best option, that
helps ensure public safety (note: the pipeline in San Bruno could not be turned off for 96 minutes.)
It is well worth focusing on this proven and effective safety measure, rather than pointless tree
removal.
b. Regarding inspection: For details regarding Lafayettespecific pipeline inspection methods and
last reported inspection dates, refer to ATTACHMENT 2. This document was provided by PG&E
outreach specialists on May 1, 2017. According to PG&E themselves, current monitoring and
inspections are sufficient to guarantee citizen safety:
“PG&E has a comprehensive inspection and monitoring program to ensure the safety of its natural
gas transmission pipeline system. PG&E regularly conducts patrols, leak surveys, and cathodic
protection (corrosion protection) system inspections for its natural gas pipelines. Any issues
identified as a threat to public safety are addressed immediately.” Details of their inspections are
on pages 23 of ATTACHMENT 2.
PG&E is not warranting that inspections will be improved by removing trees. Pipelines may be
easier to inspect if tree branches don’t obscure aerial surveys or if tree stumps don’t block
carmounted lead detection systems. Both are methods employed for convenience and
costefficiency, not safety. Ground patrols are the best and most environmentally conscious
inspection method.
TWO NOTES OF CONCERN: Questions of local safety issues arise in two areas.
i.
Within the 4/27/17 PG&E Gas Operation Data Response (ATTACHMENT 2), testing on the
DFM 300101 line, which was installed between 19471983 was last pressure tested
between “19631983.” It’s possible that line hasn’t been inspected in 54 years! Once a
year inspection is the federal guideline requirement. Has PG&E provided the city with
ongoing testing data per federal guidelines? DIsorganized record keeping was also a
factor in the San Bruno incident.
ii.
Another method PG&E claims to use is “PIG” testing for inline inspections. PIGs are
devices inserted into the pipe and pushed by pressure to detect dents. In our meeting
with PG&E reps on May 2, we were told the transmission pipes in many areas have too
many right angles and bends to use this technology. We were also told that there are
multiple pipe sizes fitting together and varied ages of pipe at play here, so we hope and
trust the city has PG&E up to the minute accountable for structural integrity.
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In ATTACHMENT 2, PG&E also states Direct Assessment is used to test corrosion and cracking. This
is done by excavating the pipe in areas of concern. Logically, tree removal is not necessary since
this practice is in place today.
SUMMARY: To date, no documentation exists to support that inspections have been inhibited by
trees or tree roots. Current testing methods have been assured to be satisfactory for pipeline
safety. No new inspection methodology has been cited that would increase the quality of the
inspection and moreover be compatible with our existing pipeline structure. The city should
ensure that PG&E is providing testing, maintenance, and related documentation that meets
federal guidelines including any planning for replacement or new placement of the pipeline within
the next 20 years. Updating the 50 year old steel pipes and structure, and moving the pipeline
further into clear areas, could be the ideal inspection and maintenance plan.
c. Regarding tree roots damaging pipes: PG&E doesn’t use this rationale anymore in active public
venues, primarily because we believe they have no independent data to support it. It inherently
make sense that the PG&E pipeline, which is over 50 years old, and the heritage trees even older,
have coexisted without problem for as long as the pipeline has been in place. To our knowledge,
and without contradiction from PG&E, a leak has never been caused by tree roots, ever, anywhere
in the state. (Most accidents are due to improper digging, i.e., people.)
There is ample evidence that trees are integrally related to the safety of the pipeline and the
stability of the land. Removal of trees significantly jeopardizes soil stiffness, and soil stability by
inducing 1) slope failure, 2) subduction, 3) erosion, and 4) liquefaction. Living trees and their roots
support the soil during earthquakes. See ATTACHMENT 3
A report by PG&E on cracking caused by roots would be as dependable as a cancer study
sponsored by a cigarette manufacturer. Nonetheless, a 2014 report sponsored by PG&E says in
part:
i.
“Available data provides no direct evidence that the presence of live tree roots in contact
with the pipe increased the susceptibility to the initiation of stress corrosion cracking
(SCC).” (page iv)
ii.
“There was insufficient data collected in this study to draw any conclusions as to whether
the presence of dead tree roots in contact with the pipe has any impact on pipeline
integrity. “ (page iv)
iii.
“Above ground surveys are not significantly affected by the presence of tree roots. “ (page
iv)
iv.
“In addition, the effectiveness of External Corrosion Direct Assessment (ECDA) does not
appear to be adversely affected by the presence of tree roots. “ (page iv)
Though the summary of PG&E’s study ultimately recommend not leaving trees on pipelines, the
evidence is scant. There is no proof pipelines are corroded faster by tree roots than they normally
would without roots. The report simply states that the roots may impact the coating. Has PG&E
looked at alternative coating, or additional shielding at tree sites? What about increasing direct
corrosion assessment for each site? Isn’t this internal study inconclusive, thereby warranting a
more cautious approach to removing irreplaceable trees? Moreover, is it possible that cutting
trees is the most efficient, costeffect means to appear to be solving the problem?
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REASON 2  There was insufficient notice given to the public at any point during the process.
Reviewing the City Council website meetings since PG&E first approached Lafayette, it’s clear that there
was an insufficient public notification by both PG&E and the city. The public lacked information regarding
which trees were initially targeted for removal, basis of how the bulk of trees were spared, property lines
and easement information, ownership of trees in questions, negotiation timeline and settlement details
until the day of signing. The city could have mailed letters to residents, but failed to do so.
Amazingly, to this day, the public STILL has not been given information regarding which trees will be
removed...despite repeated requests of the city and PG&E. There seems to be no verifiable
documentation available that supports waiver of, nor exemptions to, city tree ordinances. Neither does a
communication process seem to be established by the city relative to resident notification of this potential
agreement, notification to residents of tree removal, resident options for course of action, or chances for
tree arbitration. In essence, the city is putting communication tasks into the hands of PG&E. They should
not be the voice for the city council in this matter that affects each city resident, if not in terms of the
trees, then per the basic concern for our public safety.
The public did not have an opportunity to review the project’s tree removal plan before the city council
was presented with a recommendation by the city planning department on March 27, 2017.
The timeline of events:
d. March 14, 2014  City Manager’s Friday Summary Titled “PG&E Tree Removal Plan Causing a Stir” 
“Lafayette has not yet received any communication from the utility that describes which trees will
be cut…” “If … you are approached by PG&E regarding this program, the City would like to know
about it. Please contact City Manager Steven Falk at sfalk@lovelafayette.org.”
Source:
http://www.lovelafayette.org/Home/Components/News/News/434/531?npage=16&arch=1
SUMMARY: No information was shared by PG&E, the city doesn’t know if or what PG&E is
communicating to residents relative to tree removal, even Mr. Falk seems to have been looking for
details.
e. July 27, 2015  City Council Meeting Minutes  “Mr. Falk said staff will most likely report back to
the Council sometime this fall or winter, depending on how long it takes PG&E.” ..”they will wait
until all dots are finalized”, “the agencies will work together and come up with a common
approach” “Megan Canales will serve as the City’s project manager on this project.” “When the
time comes when they need to have someone out in the field standing alongside PG&E to
determine whether a tree is on City land or private land or whether it presents a risk or not.”
Source:
(https://docs.google.com/gview?url=https%3A%2F%2Flafayette.granicus.com%2FDocumentViewe
r.php%3Ffile%3Dlafayette_812161464b28d11ef0969c2f40f06e31.pdf%26view%3D1&embedded=t
rue)
A preliminary KML (Google Earth) file was posted on the city website, but in a May 2 meeting
between city residents and PG&E customer service manager Jim Monninger, he stated that it was
“a mistake” for the city to post it. It has since been removed, but is available on internet archiving
services:
https://web.archive.org/web/20170403212538/http://lovelafayette.org/cityhall/quicklinks/hott
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opics/pgetreeremovalplan
SUMMARY: Minutes from the July 27, 2015 minutes note PG&E presented a new pipeline safety
initiative. A previous plan seemed neither reviewed nor discussed. There’s confusion which trees
are at risk, and who owns them. Although a project manager was assigned, there is no related
staff report we could find until the March 27, 2017 meeting.
BETWEEN July 27, 2015  March 27, 2017, there was no request for public input or further
information presented, beyond what was in the city council meeting minutes.
f.

March 27, 2017  City Council Meeting Minutes  Agreement is presented by the city planning
department with recommendation for approval and city council signs without dissent. This entire
presentation & approval lasted maybe an hour. Discussion by city council of public response is
centered around informing residents AFTER tree removal begins. Per the approved minutes:
“(Mayor Anderson) asked how neighborhoods can be made aware of what is going on and the
purpose of PG&E’s project when they begin to see very large heritage trees disappearing in large
swaths.”
Source:
https://docs.google.com/gview?url=https%3A%2F%2Flafayette.granicus.com%2FDocumentViewer
.php%3Ffile%3Dlafayette_c5b8e14970121438a0c7186d65b1cb56.pdf%26view%3D1&embedded=
true
It cannot be stressed strongly enough, as of May 4, 2017, PG&E has STILL refused issuing exact
tree location and data, a full MONTH after the agreement is signed, and the public has no ability to
understand which specific trees will be removed on public land. The lack of transparency is
extremely disappointing, causing extensive confusion and frustration within the community, and
may possibly be a Brown Act violation.

g. For comparison, the city of Martinez made informing residents a priority and mailed letters prior
to forming a reaction. Their tree removal was reduced in numbers similar to Lafayette. Their
timeline demonstrates an organized effort to keep their residents informed:
i.
March 27, 2014 letter sent to residents “Notification of PG&E Pipeline Pathways Project 
Tree Removal and Concerns” and signed by City Manager.
ii.
April 2, 2014 letter sent to tree service contractors (reminding them of tree ordinances)
iii.
April 2, 2014 Martinez passes resolution 14: RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE
CITY OF MARTINEZ REGARDING THE CITY’S POSITION RELATING TO THE PG&E PIPELINE
PATHWAYS PROJECT publicly rejecting PG&E’s plans.
iv.
April 14, 2014 2nd letter sent to residents “UPDATE  PG&E Pipeline Pathways Project”
and signed by City Manager.
v.
Martinez publishes PG&E’s report which contains 59 detailed satellite maps and
streetlevel views of trees being removed.
(Source: http://www.cityofmartinez.org/depts/planning/pgne_pipeline_pathways_project.asp)
Concord similarly notified their residents in writing on April 4, 2014. We could probably find other
cities’ outreach programs if necessary.
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CONCLUSION: This meeting was on the official agenda, but given the age and size of many of the 216
heritage trees, the City Council would have benefited from publicizing the meeting, sharing KML files and
holding public forums with PG&E in attendance BEFORE the plan was presented with recommendation for
approval. Interestingly, Mr. Falk’s “Weekly Roundup” newsletters contained no notice of this impactful
decision either the weeks immediately before or after the meeting on March 27.

REASON 3  Jurisdictional Issues
Federally mandated operations and maintenance guidelines are clear: PG&E does NOT have the right to
remove trees with protection status unless and until the event of an emergency.
According to: OM_Enforcement_Guidance_Part192.DOC “The Federal pipeline safety regulations (49 CFR
Parts 190199) discussed in this guidance document contains legally binding requirements. This document
is not a regulation and creates no new legal obligations. The regulation is controlling. The materials in this
document are explanatory in nature and reflect PHMSA’s [Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety
Administration] current application of the regulations in effect at the time of the issuance of the guidance
to the implementation scenarios presented in the materials. Alternative approaches are not precluded if
they satisfy the requirements of the applicable regulation(s).”
Interpretation: PIZZ049 Date: 09222000
“Part 192 does not give the right of operators to remove trees along a ROW where landowner
agreements and local land use controls may dictate otherwise. Where trees obscure the use of aerial
patrols, walking or driving patrols may be employed.”
See ATTACHMENT 4 and reference PHMSA “Operations and Maintenance Enforcement Guidance Part 192
Subparts L and M”, available online.
Ultimately, the removal of trees in this program hinges upon their necessity to get emergency equipment
to the site of a pipe break. This is not rational since driving an energycharged vehicle near a pipe break
with a significant amount of pressurized methane being ejected into the air, would most certainly
endanger a neighborhood. Also, please refer to section 1 regarding first responders commentary that
immediate access is not procedurally correct. The simple fact is that the pipeline has to be shut down and
evacuated of gas before first responders can access the area and any work can begin on a pipeline breach
or its after effects.
As far as any claim PG&E gives to the city that they are working under the jurisdiction of state regulations,
the city council should request documentation from the California Public Utilities Commission on this
issue and directives to PG&E regarding managing established trees as opposed to future tree plantings.
The city is accountable to its residents for due diligence on this matter as much as PG&E should be to
support any heretofore unsubstantiated compliance claims specific to tree removal.

REASON 4: Lack of review under CEQA
Research from the University of California shows that over 315 species of animals depend on the Coastal
Oak habitat, including many birds, reptiles, mammals and amphibians. 80 of these animals are designated
as having federal or state special protection status. (Several years ago, I can personally attest to seeing a
White Tailed Kite resting over the LafayetteMoraga Trail; they are a protected species.)
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See ATTACHMENT 5 for a full list of coastal oak species.
Anecdotally, many of us have taken evening walks and heard owls, woodpeckers or even seen raccoons in
some of the very trees that will be removed. How many creatures depend upon the habitat on the west
ridge of the Reservoir Rim Trail, for example? PG&E’s tree removal initiative would decimate a large,
undisturbed swath of shaded woodland within one of Lafayette’s most beautiful ridgelines.
The lack of CEQA study is the main cause given for the County of Santa Cruz successfully resisting PG&E’s
tree removal program (See ATTACHMENT 6), and for good reason. The wide swath of deforestation along
the west side of the Reservoir Rim Trail, for example, would not only create an eyesore, but would be an
unprecedented destruction of local woodland territory. In the rush to sign this agreement, PG&E has
ignored important environmental regulations and consequences.
PG&E may claim CEQA exemption under Section 15301(b) of Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations
which provides an exemption for "repair, maintenance, ...or minor alteration of existing public structures,
facilities, mechanical equipment, or topographical features" and specifically applies to "existing facilities of
publiclyowned utilities used to provide electric power, natural gas...." This exemption would not apply, as
per the language of the agreement; PG&E is claiming they need to remove the trees for improved access
for first responders and to check for pipe corrosion. Also there are currently inspection and maintenance
methods in place that satisfy public safety standards (as assured by PG&E) which do not disturb the
natural environment.

OTHER REASONS:
h. HEALTH: Bike riders in nearby unshaded trails know the unpleasantries of a bare cement in
summer. Increasing heat waves, such as the one seen during May 14 (90 degree temperatures)
would be exacerbated without shade. This is a health hazard. As one resident mentioned: “Those
of us who use the trail a lot know exactly where those shaded areas are located, by time and also
by season. The shade serves as resting spots for walkers, runners, and bikers. Without the trees we
will be baking in the sun. I had a health scare on the trail two years ago, and knew exactly where to
find a shade while waiting for help to arrive.”  Susan Thompson, Moraga.
Also, PG&E stated poisonous herbicides would be used to ensure stump mortality. Poisoning our
streets, streams and hillsides is harmful to the health of people and animals.
i. HOME VALUES: One neighbor estimated the loss to their property would be greater than $60,000.
A large oak on the LafayetteMoraga Trail shades her yard/house in hot afternoons and under this
plan, she would receive no compensation. Another young family that we visited was distraught
that their hillside could collapse with the loss of the trees and they were powerless to stop PG&E.
Palo Alto requires PG&E to analyze home value impact, tree by tree, with the city, which we
believe is a more conscientious approach.
j. CARBON SEQUESTRATION: Live oak trees sequester CO2 emissions, thereby helping to reduce the
harmful effects of climate change. The oaks living in California alone sequester 325 million tons,
with an additional 350 million tons stored in downed logs and protected vegetation. Source:
http://californiaoaks.org/wpcontent/uploads/2016/04/CarbonResourcesFinal.pdf
Source: http://ucanr.edu/sites/forestry/files/211097.pdf
k. HISTORIC/CULTURAL PRESERVATION: There are trees in Lafayette which have value to the
community due to their important role in Lafayette’s founding. Did anyone from the city research
each 272 tree to ensure historic preservation is maintained? For example, according to “Historic
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l.

Spots in California: Fifth Edition” by Douglas Kyle, etc. 2002 by Stanford Press, some trees planted
along Happy Valley Road were planted by Major Stephen Cooper and Nathaniel Jones in 1846.
PG&Es pipeline crosses Happy Valley Rd, and they are planning on removing trees on both sides of
the road.
LOVE LAFAYETTE: Did we mention that many people say they’ve moved here for the trees? This
change will aesthetically alter the look of many popular areas of Lafayette.

SUCCESS STORIES:
Other communities have been more successful in resisting PG&E’s unfounded claims. Examples:
1. Santa Cruz: Complete repudiation (SEE ATTACHMENT 6). Very active citizen group.
2. Palo Alto: Complete repudiation.
In an email on May 4 from Mike Sartor, public works director:
“In late 2015 PG&E came to the City of Palo Alto with a proposal to remove several hundred trees
over their gas transmission lines located on both private and public property in Palo Alto. In early
2016, after meeting with PG&E, the City and PG&E agreed to stop the removal process until a
framework agreement could be worked out between the City and PG&E that would lay out the
public process, including tree removal assessments and mitigations, that would be followed if
PG&E were to proceed with their CPSI in Palo Alto. The draft framework agreement was provided
to PG&E in October 2016 and the City has not heard back from PG&E on this. I would be happy to
provide you any additional information on this subject you may need.”
3. Danville: of 200 trees, only 1 was cut (over 99% reduction in trees)
In our opinion, their successes were the result of community notification and involvement early in the
process, knowledge around PIZZ049 and using it successfully, claiming CEQA concerns, and having the
assistance of several individuals who are experts at PG&E’s operations and the federal guidelines.
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SUMMARY:
The information we include here is a small fraction of what’s been provided to us by many people
interested in saving Lafayette trees. We are not, nor claim to be, experts on this matter. We are citizens of
Lafayette deeply concerned about the potential loss of trees on our properties and in public places,
without due process or public input. We hope to update this document as we learn more, and in the
future, would be happy to assist the city in the form of a citizen oversight committee or similar for this
concern.
We and a great number of city residents would be justifiably upset that elected city council would wish to
continue to be party to an agreement given the reasons listed above. In all of our research in this matter
relative to Lafayette and cities across the state, it is our opinion that PG&E has not provided evidence that
tree removal directly impacts maintenance of public safety, or conversely, that leaving these trees in place
imperils public safety.
Please think of the future. PG&E safety and marketing initiatives will change over time per technology
advances as well as reaction to the market’s needs. There is no ability to take back the action of removing
these trees from our community. We believe all of us living in the city, working for the city, and those
working for our utility companies, hold dear the oaks and redwoods that are so integral to the enjoyment
and value of our homes, neighborhoods, trails, parks, public spaces. It would be a tragedy to lose these
trees on a mass basis when a treebytree collective of a residents, city personnel, and PG&E
representatives could analyse and provide more exemptions to save more trees.
For these reasons and more, we ask each member of the City Council to STOP PG&E’s destructive cutting
scheduled in June by pausing, if not dissolving, the current agreement and by refusing to approve
PG&E’s forthcoming targeted tree list. We request the immediate creation of a committee of resident,
city, and PG&E stakeholders which can collectively reevaluate each tree at risk for removal as the next
step in this process.

Respectfully,
Save Lafayette Trees
Michael and Gina Dawson
711 Los Palos Dr.
Lafayette, CA 94549


“The battle we have fought, and are still fighting for the forests is a part of the eternal
conflict between right and wrong, and we cannot expect to see the end of it. ... So we must
count on watching and striving for these trees, and should always be glad to find anything
so surely good and noble to strive for.”

John Muir, 1896
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